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1. INTRODUCTION

1. OBJECTIVE AND PURPOSE OF· THE PROJECT

The objective .of the proje�t is to design and 

fabricate a machine that can be used �o analyse .the 

abrasive. wear resistance properties of a met.allic 

materials. 

This machine felates the problems in the real world 

for eximple in the cement industries to the 

laboratory condition. We can observe the e1 f ect ·of 

the speed, hardness, specim�n size and abrasive 

wear particle size etc on the abrasive wear rate of 

materials. 

2. THE IMPORTANT OF THE TESTING

Abrasive wear may result in serious problems not 

only to the operation of the machine but also th� 

production among other things. 

In the cement industry, one of the major problems 

is the ununiform wear of the balls and mill liner 

plates. 

produce 

elements). 

The wear of the grinding balls will 

an iron powder. (One· of corrosive 

The element would certainly have 

adverse eff�cts on the properties of cement and 

concrete. 



In order to control the abrasive wear of· the 

grinding operation , the ·abra�ive wear gove�ing the 

specification of the balls must be tested. The 

life and the replacemen� periods of the grinding 

balls can be determined too. 

3. WEAR (GENERALLY)

Wear is one of the three most commonly . encountered 

industrial problems leading �he repl�cement of 

components and as.sembl ies in engineering., The 

other being, fatique and corrosion. 

It occurs every where around u.s, .stones, woods ar� 

wearing too, but it takes a very long time. In 

Engineering System Components,. wear · is 

catastropic as a reasonable wear has 

rare_ly 

been 

considered when designing, but it reduces operating 

efficiency by · increa�ing th� power lo�ses,· oil 

consumption. and the rate of component replacement. 

a. . We.:-ir in Industry

Wear enco�ntered in industrial .situations can 

be broken dowri into the following catagories, 

thou�h there are situation where one type 

changes to another or where· two or· more 
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